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SEE INTERVIEW

Das Erfolgsrezept von Lenze: Gut ausgebildete Mitarbeiter, jede
Menge Innovationen und prompte Lieferfaehigkeit
Wilhelm Wurm,

Geschaeftsfuehrer der Lenze
Antriebstechnik Niederlassungen in
Ost- und Suedosteuropa
Herr Wurm, Lenze ist einer der weltweit fuehrenden
Spezialisten in Sachen Antriebs- und Automatisierungstechnik mit mehr als 60 Jahren Erfahrung.
Wie ist das Unternehmen in Suedosteuropa bzw. in
Bulgarien aufgestellt?

Sie haben Recht Lenze ist ein sehr traditionsreiches Unternehmen,
dessen Wurzeln bis in das Jahr 1947 zurueckreichen. Unsere Niederlassungen in Ost-und Suedosteuropa - Bulgarien, Mazedonien, Rumaenien, Kroatien, Slowenien, Ungarn, Slowakei sowie Tschechien - gehoren zur Lenze Austria Holding mit Sitz in Asten/Ousterreich. Die Lenze Austria Holding wiederum ist eine hundertprozentige Tochtergesellschaft der Lenze SE mit Stammsitz in Aerzen/Deutschland. Eine Geschaeftstaetigkeit in Bulgarien war fuer Lenze schon sehr frueh Thema. Anfangs, also in den 80er Jahren, wurde dieser aufstrebende Markt
von Oesterreich bzw. spaeter dann von unserer mazedonischen
Repraesentanz in Skopje aus betreut. 2006 wurde dann in Bulgarien
selbst - in Plovdiv - eine eigene Niederlassung gegruendet.

Wie beurteilen Sie die Geschaeftstaetigkeit von
Lenze am bulgarischen Markt im Vergleich zu anderen Laendern?

In der organisatorischen Ausrichtung der bulgarischen Lenze Niederlassung gibt es keine Unterschiede zu anderen Laendern. Spezielle Anforderungen eines Marktes werden aber sehr wohl berucksichtigt bei unseren Planungen und Uberlegungen. So fuehren wir zum Beispiel in Plovdiv ein eigenes Lager mit Motoren, Getrieben, Frequenzumrichtern und
sonstigen Ersatzteilen, welches auch sehr schnelle Lieferungen und Service-Einsaetze ermoglicht. Generell werden die Lieferungen nach Suedosteuropa vom oesterreichischen Montagewerk aus organisiert.

Was sind die wichtigsten Marktsegmente fuer Lenze
in dieser Region?

Unsere Kunden sind vorwiegend im Maschinen- und Anlagenbau taetig.
In Bulgarien selbst sind wir mit unseren Produkten und Loesungen u.a. in
Verpackungsmaschinen, in Abfuellanlagen, in der Tabakindustrie, in der
Foerdertechnik, in der Holz- und Metallbearbeitung, in Anlagen fuer die
Weinindustrie sowie in der Schweissrobotik stark vertreten. Aufgrund eines
sehr umfassenden Produktspektrums, das von der Visualisierung und
Steuerung ueber die elektrischen Antriebe bis hin zur Elektromechanik reicht, koennen wir in den unterschiedlichsten Branchen punkten.

Welche Unternehmen sind die schaerfsten Mitbewerber von Lenze in Suedosteuropa und wie behaelt Lenze da die Nase vorne?
Mittlerweile sind auch in Sudosteuropa alle namhaften Mitbewerber
vertreten. Lenze kann hier mit einer eigenen Niederlassung, mit gut
4
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geschulten, kompetenten Mitarbeitern sowie mit einem kleinen Lager
vor Ort punkten. Unsere Mitarbeiter sind absolute Meister ihres Faches
und verfuegen ueber langjaehrige Erfahrung im Bereich der Automatisierungs- bzw. Antriebstechnik. Gemeinsam mit dem Kunden wird die
beste Loesung fuer die jeweilige Aufgabenstellung entwickelt. Der
Kunde wird von der Ideenfindung ueber die Konzeptions- und Projektierungsphase bis hin zur Inbetriebnahme der Anlage und daruber
hinaus bis zum Aftersales bestens sowie kompetent betreut. Ein weiterer Vorteil von Lenze ist unsere prompte Lieferfaehigkeit: Das Montagewerk Lenze Operations Austria ist immerhin stolze Besitzerin des
grossten Antriebstechniklager Mitteleuropas und von dort aus wird auch
Bulgarien innerhalb kuerzester Zeit beliefert.

Wie sieht die langfristige Weiterentwicklungsstrategie
von Lenze fuer den suedosteuropaeischen Markt aus?
Da Maschinen und Anlagen immer komplexer werden, werden von den
Technologielieferanten zunehmend stimmige Gesamtloesungen und
nicht mehr bloss einzelne Produkte verlangt. Eine Marktanforderung, die
Lenze schon seit Jahren beherzigt, denn bei all unseren Aktivitaeten steht nicht das Produkt, das wir anbieten sondern generell die Aufgabenstellung des Kunden im Vordergrund. Unsere Spezialitaet sind massgeschneiderte Loesungspakete und diese werden bei uns von gut geschulten Applikationsingenieuren geschnuert. Diesen Weg werden wir
auch in Zukunft weiterverfolgen. Die Marke Lenze soll ein Synonym fuer
kompetente Beratung, ausgekluegelte Loesungen, perfekten Kundenservice und naturlich jede Menge Innovationen sein.

Weil Sie soeben von Innovationen gesprochen haben
- moechten Sie an dieser Stelle vielleicht ein bestimmtes Produkthighlight herausstreichen, das Lenze vor
kurzem auf den Markt brachte?
Nun der Servo-Inverter i700 waere ein gutes Beispiel. Der i700 unterstuetzt das gesamte Spektrum an Motortechnologien von Standard-Drehstrom- bis hin zu synchronen Servomotoren. Mit extrem niedrigen Zykluszeiten (250 õs bei der Positionsregelung) und einer Signalaufloesung
von 32 Bit sowie einer Ueberlastfaehigkeit von ueber 200 Prozent eignet
sich dieser Servo-Inverter perfekt fuer hochdynamische und praezise Mehrachsanwendungen (z. B. in Handling- und Verpackungsmaschinen) wie
auch fuer einfache Positionieraufgaben. Dank intuitiv bedienbarer Software Tools und einem zentralen Engineering Interfacelaesst sich dieses
Antriebssystem uber EtherCAT einfach in bereits vorhandene Automatisierungsarchitekturen einbinden.

Welche Technologien und Markttrends werden Ihrer
Meinung nach den Automatisierungsmarkt in den
nachsten Jahren bewegen?
Der Trend geht ganz klar in Richtung Gesamtloesung sprich Antriebsplus Automatisierungstechnik. Aus diesem Grund arbeitet Lenze seit
Jahren kontinuierlich daran, das angestammte Antriebselektronik-, Elektromechanik- und Bewegungsfuehrungs-Produktangebot um die Bereiche Steuerungstechnik und Visualisierung zu erweitern. Wobei Lenze
seinen Kunden neben den Hardware-Komponenten auch ein durchgangiges Engineering-System zur Verfuegung stellt, das im sogenannten
"Easy Navigator" zusammengefasst ist. Damit wird Lenze dem eigenen
Firmenleitspruch "Lenze - so einfach ist das" mehr als nur gerecht.

SEE INTERVIEW
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We are trying to increase the significance of the electronics and
electronic industry in Bulgaria

Interview with Mr. Dimitar Rachev,
CEO of Futurel
Dear Mr. Rachev, for 20 years now
Futurel is one of the leading distributors of electronic components in
Bulgaria. How do you assess the
presence of the company at the
Bulgarian market?
The operations of the company started by necessity, and to certain extend by chance and
during the early stages of the company existence there were some critical moments, which
eventually we did overcome, stabilized the company and managed to establish ourselves as
one of the leading suppliers at the electronic
components market in Bulgaria.
For some years we use a comfortable office located in ATM Center and keep a storage facility
with more than 5,000 items on stock. We work
with our colleagues for about 10 years and I believe we do posses the qualities and characteristics that can describe us as one "good family".
We continuously expand out range of our suppliers and customers. All the above guarantees consistency in our development and stability of the
company. I believe that for the last 20 years Futurel earned a deserved recognition as a serious,
responsible and professional company with excellent knowledge and know-how in the field of
components base, we gladly share with our customers enhancing their experience.

Who are your most important and
successful partners? Do you consider expanding your portfolio offering products of other manufacturers?
Our most important partners are well established and dynamically developing manufactur6
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ers of electronic components and devices. I will
mention some of them: Silabs (ARM and 8051
microcontrollers, ICs for wired and wireless
communication, isolators etc.), Supertex (drivers
for LED and ultrasound control, HV power supplies etc.), Mornsun (the largest Chinese manufacturer of AC-DC/DC-DC power supplies), EA
Elektro-Automatik (high quality laboratory power supplies), Electronic Assembly (intelligent
LED displays), Distrelec (the most dynamic catalogue distributor of components and devices)
and KEIL (R&D systems). One of our principles
is to constantly expand the range of our partners in the field of electronic components, as
well as in the field of devices, R&D systems,
measuring and laboratory equipment.

Who are your key customers in Bulgaria? Which are the most interesting projects, developed by your customers in partnership with Futurel?

Currently, the number of our customers exceeds 1,000. We are working most closely with
manufacturers of electronic systems in Bulgaria, as well as with companies, that manufacture
custom PCBs (OEM).
We consider our customers as our partners
and we are doing our best to help their development, so their production and sales to be effective and competitive. Recently we observe more
intensive cooperation with the branches of established international companies, like ABB,
Woodward etc. The long term projects which we
are developing in cooperation with Bulgarian
customers are in the field of energy and communication targeting towards Bulgarian and international markets.

What kind of electronic components are with highest demand
in our market? How did the
market change for the last 20
years and what innovations do
you expect for the future?

In order to be able to answer to this question, I
am going to split the evolution of electronic components market in Bulgaria in three stages. During the first years after the democratic change,
the market was demanding components that
were required to be delivered at any cost, because the existing import channels were destroyed. The next stage can be characterized
with demand of components at lowest cost,
which lead to "meet" with products with inferior
quality and reliability, undefined origin, fake
products etc. The stage the market is currently
in is characterized with demand of quality components, offered at reasonable prices and delivery terms. Following these market trends, Futurel offers to its customers' only components
with high quality at the most competitive prices.

What are the current challenges in
front of Futurel in Bulgaria and
what are the plans of the company
for the years to come?

The most basic challenge is, together with
our customers to withstand to the foreign
competition, to preserve and increase the significance of electronics and electronic industry in Bulgaria. Only then we can ensure the
future of our company. We have chosen this
sector to be part of our life. Our plans include
constant expansion of our partners, manufacturers and customers.
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MCUs go wireless
Anyone wanting to expand an existing device to include wireless technology usually connects
a transceiver to the microcontroller. It sounds simple, but it isnt. It requires recalculations
regarding cost, quality and risk ratings, development and logistics costs increase and the reliability of the device often drops. Reason enough to consider a microcontroller with integrated
transceiver. Many MCU manufacturers have already responded to the wireless trend and the
growing demand for transceivers, supplying their chips with different wireless peripherals.

Ralf Hickl,
Rutronik
Elektronische
Bauelemente

For example, the multimanufacturer architecture with processor cores from ARM helps
to minimise the risk of a delivery bottleneck or
a failure by the electronics manufacturer. Minor adjustments to the software and hardware
enable processors to be exchanged relatively
easily, thereby protecting investment in development tools and the build-up of expertise.
Thanks to the large number of ARM licensees,
customers also have access to a wide selection.
The STM32W is based on a 32-bit ARM
Cortex M3 core and the popularity of the
STM32 range makes it very interesting. As a
rule, it ensures long-term availability and sound
support in the event of technical difficulties.
The STM32W has an integrated 2.4 GHz
IEEE802.15.4 transceiver and is therefore suitable for ZigBee, RF4CE, 6LoWPAN and other
network protocols based on the IEEE802.15.4
standard. The receiving sensitivity is 100 dBm
and the transmitting power can be up to 7
dBm. Such a wireless-compatible microcontroller offers a number of advantages: As no external wireless module is necessary, the bill of
materials (BoM) is reduced and therefore also
the logistical expenditure on procurement, storage and assembly. The integration of the transceiver in the microcontroller also has a positive influence on the calculation of the MTTF
and MTBF value of the end product.

provide an example protocol which delivers
good results without a great deal of expense.

Someone wishing to operate ZigBee on a
16-bit microcontroller would find a smaller alternative in the Renesas M16C/6B, also with
integrated IEEE802.15.4 transceiver. The Renesas RL78 series is suitable for battery-operated applications, such as the nodes of a wireless network, due to its low power requirement
and large supply voltage range. The microcontrollers in this series range also offer low energy consumption in Run mode (140 uA/MHz)
with high processing power (40.6 DMIPS @
32 MHz), low energy consumption in Sleep
mode, rapid waking from Snooze mode as well
as excellent scalability as far as housing sizes
and memory expansion are concerned.
Through the integration of data flash, Window
8
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Watchdog, a real-time clock, temperature sensor, low-tolerance oscillator and safety functions for self-diagnosis, the RL78 series facilitates compact hardware designs with a small
footprint.
An even better power balance is provided
by small, 8-bit microcontrollers, most of which
comprise not much more than a few AD converters and interfaces. They dispense with the
broadband DSSS signal modulation of the
IEEE802.15.4 standard and rely on ASK, FSK,
GFSK and OOK modulation, all of which require little energy. Nordic Semiconductors
contribution in this field is the nRF24LE1
which uses the globally available 2.4 GHz
band. The ShockBurst transmission technology and the Gazell open-source protocol are
designed for low power consumption so that
they can easily be powered by a CR2032 coin
cell.

The PMA5110 family from Infineon is an 8bit microcontroller with integrated transmitter,
which transmits in all ISM bands below 1 GHz.
A wider range and better material penetration
compared with the 2.4 GHz band are the primary reasons for its use in home automation
and outdoor applications. The derivates set
themselves apart from their competitors
thanks to their automotive certification, an expanded temperature range of -40°C to +125°C
and an integrated 125 kHz receiver, e.g. for
wake-up functions.
Significantly more powerful is Infineons
MD8710. As an integrated wireless peripheral, the ARM Cortex R4 offers both Bluetooth
and Bluetooth LE. Comprehensively equipped
with interfaces, signal converters and a display
controller, the system-on-chip module is a genuine diagnostic and communications processor.
Anyone already using a microcontroller and
seeking to expand its circuitry to include wireless communication is faced with the question
of whether to install the transceiver externally
or to choose a controller with an integrated
wireless unit. With a combi solution in particular, manufacturers and distributors generally

Hardware and software tools
Amongst the manufacturers of development
tools, Segger has crystallised its position as one
of the leading technology providers within the
ARM universe. Segger supplies both hardware
and software tools. Its hardware tools include
the well-known JTAG debugger J-LINK with its
various modifications as well as the Flasher
ARM programming device. J-LINK is supported
by renowned compiler manufacturers such as
IAR and Keil. However, with the additional GDB
Server software, it also works with the GNU
Project Debugger (GDB). In addition to the standard J-LINK with USB interface, users can also
select a number of different variants which fulfil
different requirements, for example an additional Ethernet interface, the option for faster download speeds or expanded TRACE functionality,
specifically for Cortex-M3.

Seggers software tools include libraries for
RTOS (Real Time Operating System, task
scheduler), graphics, file systems and interface
drivers for USB and Ethernet.
A RTOS enables the call intervals for various tasks to be individually assigned, something not possible in a superloop. Tasks which
can be processed with lower frequency rates
are accordingly seldom started, in line with the
motto: As often as necessary and as seldom
as possible. As a result, the CPU time is only
used where it is actually required. Compared
with a simple superloop, the clock rate of the
CPU falls as a result or it can often be moved
into Sleep mode, thus reducing its power consumption. Developers of battery-operated wireless modules should therefore give particular
consideration to using an RTOS.

SEE BUSINESS

Balkan business climate is going better

Businesses in Southeast Europe are finding it easier to operate as governments cut red tape, a new World Bank reports says
Many countries in the region been actively reforming their business environment, driven by
the demands of the EU accession process and
by a desire to attract foreign investment, says
Valentina Saltane, co-author of the "Doing Business" 2013 report.
"Doing Business 2013 notes Serbia as one of
the top 10 reformers globally, implementing reforms in starting a business, contract enforcement and resolving insolvency," Saltane told
Balkan Insight.
"Macedonia and Croatia are also two of the 20
top global improvers on doing business indicators," she added. The Doing Business report analyzes regulations that apply to businesses during their life cycles, including start-ups and operations, trading across borders, paying taxes, and
protecting investors. The aggregate ease of doing business rankings are based on 10 indicators and cover 185 economies. Macedonia ranks
23 out of 185 countries listed in the report for the
ease of doing business, followed by Montenegro in 51st place, Croatia in 84th place, Albania
in 85th place, Serbia in 86th place and Kosovo
in 98th place. Bosnia and Herzegovina is in
126th place. Saltane says the pace of reforms in
the region over the past year varied from coun-

try to country, with Serbia being the top reformer
followed by Bosnia and Herzegovina, which reformed the fields of getting credit, paying taxes
and registering property.
Likewise, Kosovo and Montenegro have significantly improved their business regulatory environment, both implementing reforms in three
business regulatory areas, thus improving their
overall ease of doing business ranking.
Although most Balkan countries saw marked
improvements in the indicators measuring the
cost and complexity of regulatory processes,
they still lag behind where it comes to institutional reforms.
"Most countries in the region made it faster and
cheaper to open a business and/or to register
property," Saltane noted. "However, the court
case backlog remains significant, there are not
enough trained judges, and private enforcement
agencies are not widely used, so it still takes a
long time to resolve insolvency and enforce contracts," she concluded.
"Over the years, governments have made important strides to improve their business regulatory environment and to narrow the gap with global best practices," said Augusto Lopez-Claros,
Director, Global Indicators and Analysis, World

Bank Group. "While the reforms we measure
provide only a partial picture of an economy's
business climate, they are crucial for key economic outcomes such as faster job growth and
new business creation."
In the past year alone, 108 economies implemented 201 regulatory reforms that made it easier for local entrepreneurs to do business, the
report found. Eastern Europe and Central Asia
had the largest share of economies implementing regulatory reforms-with 88 percent reforming
in at least one of the areas measured by Doing
Business. European economies in fiscal distress
are working to improve business regulation as
part of an effort to establish a stronger foundation for long-term growth, the report found.
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We would be very pleased to serve enquiries from South East
European customers
the knowledge to build products for Automotive,
and Medial field. The production management
has usually a long experience gained at multinational EMS and OEM companies thus they
have the ability to source the parts in relatively
short time period sometimes at preferential
rates. If you need any reference, please don't
hesitate to ask us, we are always open to advise you about our production capabilities and
welcome you for a visit at the production site.

Which are the main customer
groups you are targeted at?

Interview with Mr. Istvan Keviczky,
general manager of Dinex, Hungary

Dear Mr. Keviczky, where does
your company position itself on the
current industrial market and what
does your product range involve in
SMT area?

We supply electronic manufacturers with good
quality secondhand SMT machines, new Drying
Cabinets and consumables for SMT production.
The first product group mainly consists of Surface
Mount Machines, Chip Shooters, SMT Printers,
Reflow Ovens, Conveyors, AOI Machines, communication and test equipment. The second product group makes the drying cabinets (McDRY from
Japan and Dr. Storage from Taiwan), SMT laser
cut stencils, special labels and label printers (Zebra, CAB), RFID labels, RFID printers and some
other consumables that are inevitable for today's
SMT production. In used SMT equipment we can
offer almost every type of machines, like PANASONIC, SIEMENS, FUJI, JUKI, i-Pulse, Yamaha,
Samsung, Universal, Hitachi and Assembleon. We
can provide customers with spare parts for SMT
machines, used and new SMT feeders. We can
supply spare parts for SIEMENS SIPLACE machines, SIEMENS SIPLACE SMT feeders. It is a
good example to explain that we are able to supply
some pneumatic controller units for SIEMENS Gluing machine that was nearly impossible for our customer to find on the market. We're always here to
help companies in need of good quality products
on advantageous prices.

What type of additional services do
you provide on the market?

We have quite good relationship with EMS
companies in Hungary, accordingly we can help
to people in need of professional manufacturing
services here. These companies involve small
to medium sized EMS companies and they have
10
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We value all of our customers, which come
from different fields in the electronics. There are
designers & developers of a specific electronic
product, small and mid-sized EMS companies
to large global EMS and OEM companies. We
can adhere to their standards and we can provide the product they're looking for. Companies
from Automotive & Medical field can count on
us because we can provide both machines and
consumables suiting their high-end needs.

How important is the South-East
European market for DINEX?

For us South-East Europe has always meant
a strategically important foothold in Eastern Europe. We would be very pleased to serve enquiries from South East European customers. I personally speak Bulgarian language, besides English and Japanese, as it is my second mothertongue. We have a colleague in the company
who speaks fluent Russian language. There are
some improvement possibilities in South East
European EMS field to take place in the future. I
mean here the production capacity, wide range
of component placement versatility, traceability
systems to be introduced, etc. Of course these

requirements vary from company to company
and country to country.

How is your after-sales service organized in SEE countries? Do you
offer some long-term technical
support for your customers?

Basically we provide 1-2 years warranty for the
products that we sell in new condition. For used
equipment it is very difficult to arrange warranty
on the global market, however, we sometimes
make exceptions and offer warranty for some of
the spare parts. It is also possible to provide
some limited warranty for some of the product
groups in secondhand SMT equipment. It is always a question on what the customer is looking for. We consult with them and discuss all the
details before the delivery is organized, so that
no surprises come into the picture.

How do you evaluate the present
market situation in your field of activity?

The present market atmosphere on the market
is intense and bound to become more demanding in the future. Currently, due to miniaturization
the demand for precise placement machines
(placement accuracy of 30mm or less) becomes
more and more basic requirement. Furthermore
SMT machine manufacturers integrate functions
of separate machines into one machine, or sometimes even offer better communication possibilities between machines on one single platform,
like solder paste checking & feedback, glue dispensers and placement inspection in the placement machine, consequently these features will
become available in few years on the secondhand market and will increase the productivity &
lower defect rate at customers.

Interview with Encho Pondev,
CEO of TAURUS-93 Ltd.

Dear Mr. Pondev, could you please
briefly present the product portfolio of the company?

The products of the company are used in wide
range of applications - medical equipment, machines with CPU, programmers, controllers as
well as machines for entertainment industry.
TAURUS-93 Ltd. uses screen printing for the
production of labels, stickers and signs for different appliances. Another service offered by
the company is the development of high quality
web sites and components required for them.

What products in the field of medical electronics are manufactured
by TAURUS-93 Ltd.?

TAURUS-93 Ltd. is company based in Plovdiv,
established in 1993. Our main field of operation
is design and manufacturing of control boards
and keyboards made of polycarbonate or polyester foil, that are implemented as components
in the control units of electronic devices and machines in various sectors of machines construction. The control of medical equipment utilizes
keyboards and control boards manufactured according to modern technologies that are available in the company.

Could you please describe in details the specifics of the control
boards and keyboards offered by
the company?

TAURUS-93 offers control boards for LED indication made of polycarbonate foil as well as control boards for LCD indication made of polyester
foil. The thickness of the foil can be 0,175 mm or

0,250 mm. For the colors selection, we use a
sample or a color selected form a RAL catalogue.
Control board design should be presented in
CorelDraw (.cdr) format and all fonts should be
converted to curves. The design can also be
created by our company specialists according
to instructions provided by the customer.
The company specializes in the production of
touch sensor keyboards with polycarbonate or
polyester foil according to the indication used.
The keyboards we offer are with contact plates,
'popcorn' type, placed on a hard base (PCB). In
order to prepare the PCB either an electrical diagram is provided or a ready CAD file. The
thickness of the base may vary from 0.5 to 2.0
mm. We also manufacture keyboards with micro-switches instead of contact plates.

What technological equipment
does the company have and where
is the manufacturing unit located?

TAURUS-93 has all technology machines required for the production of control boards and
keyboards. The company has screen printing
machines, printing machine - grafopress, UV
varnishes and PANGOLINE inks drier; squeegee blades sharpening machine and all other
small tools and equipment required for the production and installation of touch sensor keyboards and control boards.
The production technology is based on screen
printing over special foil types (we use mainly
polycarbonate and polyester foil), plastic materials and PVC. The components used include
PCB, adhesive and double-adhesive foils, contact plates, connectors, ribbon cables, LED and
LCD indication.
Fundamental point in the Taurus-93 product
policy is the usage of high-quality materials for all
products offered by the company. In such a way

SEE INTERVIEW

The most important characteristics of our company policy are responsiveness to
customers' needs, production flexibility and high quality products

we guarantee minimum problems with product
servicing and our customers' satisfaction.
The team of the company have long years of
experience in the production of keyboards and
control boards and all tasks are implemented
precisely, in high quality and reliability. The manufacturing unit of the company is located in Plovdiv, in the yard of ex-Balkan plant.

At which markets do you realize
your production?

TAURUS-93 supplies a lot of Bulgarian companies manufacturing medical equipment, like Kentamed, MDM, Altantis, Alned Medical etc., which
companies export some of their products in Europe and overseas. We also realize direct export
for Serbia, Greece and some other countries.

What is the characteristic of TAURUS-93 that makes the company
stand out from the competition?

The real strength of TAURUS-93 is in its own
niche - manufacturing of small to medium series, which are not profitable for the big manufacturers. The responsiveness to our customers'
needs, production flexibility and high quality
products are the most important characteristics
of our company policy.

south-east european
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Embedded Intelligence Enables
Digital Authentication in Medical Devices
Jonathan Dillon,
Microchip Technology
Introduction
It is critical that replaceable or disposable
accessories for medical devices have a method of proving that the correct accessory, or
attachment, is being used. If incorrect accessories are accidentally used, such as accessories designed for another model of the
same equipment, or for another manufacturers equipment, thiscould cause safety issues. Furthermore, the reuse of disposable
accessories may result in inferior performance and is likely to be unsanitary. Counterfeit accessories also pose a serious threat
as they may not be designed to the same
standards and could have significantly inferior performance.
Digital authentication can provide a high
degree of certainty that a medical device accessory is both correct and genuine but has
minimal impact on the design. The system
can respond in a manner prescribed by the
systems designer once it has discovered
that an accessory that does not authenticate
successfully. The response can vary from
simply informing the user that the accessory
failed to authenticate through to preventing
the system from operating.
Digital authentication
Simple ID systems to the exchange of
digital signatures both encompass the full
range of digital authentication schemes
range from. Digital authentication requires
embedded intelligence in the system and in
the authenticated accessory at a hardware
level. An embedded processor will already
feature in many modern systems and that
can be used to control authentication and a
processor in the accessory can be revised
to implement authentication. The addition
of a small, low-cost, low-power microcontroller is relatively easy if an authenticated
accessory doesnt contain any embedded
intelligence.
A bi-directional communications channel
between the system and the accessory to
allow the exchange of data is another physical requirement. The system and the accessory may use an existing communications
channel or a channel within the equipment
could be extended to enable communication
with the accessory. UART, I2C, SPI and single-wire protocols (such as the UNI/O proto12
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Figure 1.

col) could all be employed if a communications channel needs to be added, due to the
limited number of connectors, low protocol
implementation requirements and wide
range of devices with hardware support.
RFID may be suitable for some medical applications, since it does not require external
electrical connections. This simplifies cleaning and sterilization as the accessories and
systems can be sealed.
ID transmission can deliver simple authentication as the accessory identifies itself to
the system when requested. Theaccessorys
microcontroller can be replaced by a serial
EEPROM with a stored ID that is read by the
system using this scheme. Issues such as
the use of incorrect accessories or accidental reuse by storing data that indicates the
accessory has already been used can be prevented with ID transmission. However, the
security level is very low, since counterfeiters need only replay the ID recorded from a
valid accessory.
Challenge response/authentication and
its derivatives offer a more secure solution.
In this scheme, the system asks the accessory a question to which only an authentic
accessory has the answer. The authentic accessory answers correctly, while a counterfeit is discovered and handled appropriately
by the system.
Figure 2 demonstrated how Challenge/
Response authentication employs several
stages in a typical implementation.
1. The system generates a random number, or challenge.
2. The challenge is transmitted to the accessory.
3. The accessory modifies the challenge
in a pre-arranged, non-obvious way to create
the response.

Figure 2.

4. The accessory transmits the response
to the system.
5. The system retains a copy of the challenge and modifiesit to determine the ideal
response.
6. The system compares the ideal response with the accessorys response.If they
match, the accessory is authentic.
The system needs to allow a wide range
of challenges to defend against counterfeiters generating a look-up table of authentic
responses for secure authentication. As well
as making the cost of storing large tables
uneconomical for counterfeiters, computing
the response on the fly, rather than storing
the responses in the accessory, reduces the
storage requirements.
In a deterministic digital system it is not a
simple task to generate random numbers in
the system for use as challenges. Few external measurements are truly random, unpredictable and evenly distributed, and a limited
number of potential challenges reduces the
number of responses to be stored by counterfeits. A pseudorandom number generation algorithm is a more robust method with each
system having a unique seed number, possibly using a modified form of the system serial
number. Validated pseudorandom number
generation algorithms produce a non-repeating sequence of numbers that is evenly distributed across their potential range of output
values. The seed value used to initialize the
algorithm determines the sequence of output
values, and each system should have a unique
seed value so as to produce a unique number
sequence.The variables of the algorithm

ELECTRONICS

should be stored in non-volatile memory
so their values are retained when power is
removed from the system to prevent the algorithm from being reinitialised and repeating the same number sequence.
Encrypting the challenge or passing it
through a one-way math function, called a
secure hash can deliver the modification of
the challenge. In both cases, the modification
is being non-obvious and does not produce
any identifiable trend in output for sequential
inputs. The modification needs to be non-obvious because the challenge and responses
can be monitored by eaves dropping on the
communications channel. Attempting to determine the modification by encryption and
secure hash algorithms requires excessive
numbers of calculations and large number of
challenge-response pairs. AES, TDES and
XTEA are symmetrical, block-based encryption ciphers suitable for microcontroller-based
authentication because they require little
RAM and program space, and are computationally efficient. These features enable the
use of a low-cost microcontroller and their
efficiency means an encryption can be performed by executing a relatively low number
of instructions. This reduces the overall current by allowing the microcontroller to be
placed in a low-power state on completion.
Block-based ciphers encrypt a number of
bytes at a time and produce a matching size
result. All three encryption ciphers are in the
public domain, have withstood international
analysis of their security and their encryption
strength is believed to be well understood.
Secure hash algorithms are similar to a checksum of the challenge, with a secret value intermixed, which provides a method of determining whether the calculations were performed by an authentic device. Hash algorithms, unlike encryption, are not a one-to-one
mapping. The original input cannot be recovered from the result, as it could be produced
by more than one set of input data. Secure
hash algorithms such as HMAC-SHA-1 and
HMAC-SHA-256 are suitable, although they
do require far more RAM and program memory to implement, necessitating a more expensive microcontroller.
The modification method for input data is
determined by a key for both secure hash
and encryption algorithms. The key, and not
the encryption ciphers selected determine
the security of the system and therefore
must be kept secret. This method, known as
Kerchoffs principle, states that knowing
which algorithm is used does not negate the
security because the key determines how
the input is modified. To ensure the key cannot be simply read-out and is kept secret, it
should be maintained in system memory,
such as on-processor flash or EEPROM. This
can also be achieved by storing the key in
the microcontrollers on-chip memory and
enabling security features to block it from
being downloaded prevents key identification. In each instance, the handling and
14
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knowledge of keys during system design and
in production environments should be carefully managed to prevent disclosure.
Varying-sized keys can be supported by
some algorithms, whilst larger keys offer increased security at the cost of additional calculations and resources to perform encryption. All encryption schemes are vulnerable
to a brute-force attack. Using a known pair
of input and output data,the input is encrypted with a progressive sequence of keys until
a matching output is produced. Despite the
fact that this can require considerable calculations even for smaller keys, the steadily increasing computing power available means
that it is worthwhile to implement the largest key possible for the suitable range of microcontrollers, since the number of keys
grows exponentially with the size of the key,
thus increasing the time required for a bruteforce attack. Keys should be chosen randomly to make it less probable for a brute-force
attack to find the key early in its attempts.
Although it is mathematically possible for a
brute-force attack to find the key on its first
attempt,it is in reality highly unlikely given
the huge number of possibilities.

Figure 3.

In order to hinder an attack, it is possible
to sufficiently increase the time required to
generate tables of authentic responses. Implementing time-outs, such as five seconds
between authentication, and placing limits
on the maximum acceptable data rate for
communications, which limits how frequently challenges can be received both achieve
this goal. Once the size in bits of challenges
exponentially increases the table size, storage becomes prohibitively expensive for
counterfeits. There are also methods for challenges larger than the cipher block size. Periodic re-authentication can prevent the system from being started with an authentic
accessory and then another being swapped
in post-authentication.
Challenging multiple accessories in parallel will reduce the time required to generate
a table of good responses. However, the table will still require large volumes of storage

and the time required may still be significant.
Equipping each authenticated accessory
with an individual encryption key is an enhancement which gives each accessory its
own unique response to a challenge but requires the system to either store the encryption keys for all authenticated accessories or
to be able to derive the required key. Both
methods require the accessory to have a serial number in order to identify the key required, but deriving the required key is more
efficient from a storage viewpoint. The system delivers this with the encryption of the
serial number of the accessory using an extra-secret master key, as shown in Figure 3.
The result of this operation is used as the
encryption key for authentication. If the master key is compromised, the scheme is unable to detect duplicates so measures must
be taken to safeguard the master key. Only
the system must retain the key, as the serial
numbers of accessories are known during
their manufacture and the secret master key
has already been determined, which fixes
the encryption key for each accessory.
Therefore, accessories need only be programmed with their serial number and their
encryption key and do not require the master key.
The advantage of this scheme is that multiple devices cannot be challenged in parallel, since each will have different responses.
Also, should an authenticated accessory be
compromised, only clones of this accessory
with identical serial numbers can be produced. Systems may be able to blacklist this
serial number once it has been detected.
An accessorys serial number can be recorded automatically by the system with the
addition of digital authentication and allows
the management of recalls and enforcement
of expiration dates if they are incorporated
into serial numbers. Digital authentication
uses encryption as a modifier and decryption is not implemented. However, decryption can require similar resources and code
segments, making the addition of secure
communications between the system and
accessory possible. Additional data can be
stored in the non-volatile memory inside the
microcontroller, tightly binding calibration
with the accessory and allowing usage data
to be recorded.
Summary
The safety of medical accessories can be
improved by digital authentication in a number of ways - the prevention of accidents,
lapses in unsanitary re-use of disposable accessories and the propagation of counterfeit
accessories, whilst also protecting revenue
streams. Small, low-cost and low-power microcontrollers can easily meet the hardware
requirements. There are a number of existing communications channels that can be
used. Encryption block ciphers require minimal RAM, and can be implemented easily in
a small microcontroller.

Interview with Markus Stieger-Bircher,

Chief Operating Officer of R&M,
on the occasion of the grand opening of the newly-built plant in Sofia
Dear Mr. Stieger-Birche, How R&M decided to invest
in Bulgaria? What is the importance of this investment
for your company?

There are number of reasons for this investment. Everything started because of the economic crises to a certain extend. The swiss frank rised sky
high in last summer and swiss manufacturers were forced to react. Relocating part of the assembly process was a strategic decision not only taken by
the economic crisis, but as a part of the strategic plan. In February 2011 the
things got worse and we were forced to speed up the process a little bit.
There are number of reasons to have choosen Bulgaria for our investment.
What we have done is what every international company is doing - a location
benchmarking - we did it for Korea, Thaiwan, China, India and then back to
South-Eastern contries and finally we decided to choose Bulgaria for a number of reasons. Number one is that we are acting in the local market for more
than 10 years and we have some very trusted people in the organization, we
already know to certain extend the behaviour which is different to what we
experience in Switzerland. Number two is the very competitive environment
when it comes to governmental support, when it comes to regulations, and
yes, we have done benchmarking with Poland for instance and Moldavia,
Romania as well, but at the end of the day all the factors that might have the
influence for our decision pointed at Bulgaria.

What is your global distribution concept and how do
you manage to adapt it to every market in the world?

As you probably know, R&M is in a quite competitive business. Our major
competitors are from Asia and the United States and the question now is how
to differentiate. And for me one thing is clear - differentiation just on a product
level when it comes to connectors, platforms or pigtails is no longer possible
because you will find cheaper suppliers in Asia very easy. To me differentiation is in other elements - solution selling, customising, customising platforms,
quality, reliability and customer support in all dimensions. What we are doing
here in Bulgaria is basically the mainstream - not really the finished goods, of
course the fiber optic patchcords are finished, but when it comes to platforms
we do the majority of work here but having the possibility to do local adaptations in the international markets. For instance, for Asia we do this in India or
China, just adapting existing platforms. I strongly believe that this is one of
the major competitive advantages of R&M compared with the big ones which
are just selling mainstream and not customised solutions.

What technology and market trends do you think would
affect the electronics sector within next years?

I personally think that the speed of Internet is mega huge trend worldwide. The demand for bandwidth is increasing. New applications are constantly popping up with enormous demands. Applications as for example
HD broadcast applications, the increasing trend to use and generate social
media content, data storage via cloud computing or the extensive & widespread usage of high speed internet services are driving this trend even
more.I assume that all IP stuff, all the electronic components, machines
and equipment will continue to be main trend which leads in term to the
requirements of very high reliable networks, passive components.

Could you point out the most specific features of Bulgarian market, compared to South-Eastern or Western
Europe?

As far as I understand the Bulgarian market it is not really different, it's
quite competitive. We have a quite big influence from our Chinese competitors. But the main part is looking for high-end solutions, so I can say that
solution selling is quite critical. And therefore I wouldn't distinguish the Bulgarian market from the other ones.

What are your near future market plans for Bulgaria?

To be honest Bulgaria is going to be one of the major strategic locations
for R&M. So a number of our future plans are based on the success of this
plant here. And I've already mentioned that the manufacturing at our headquarter is remaining - some manual assembly, some semi-automated processes just not to lose the link between product innovation, R&D, industrialization of products and getting them round top at certain speed. Bulgaria
is our executor for this dream to become true. So yes, if there are requirements for any other investments we are doing them and I am looking forward to improve the business here in Bulgaria to any extend.

The first high-tech plant for communications
inaugurated in Sofia
Swiss company R&M is a pioneer in the production of optic and
copper solutions for communications networks in Bulgaria
At October 2, 2012,
the ribbon of the
newly-built plant for
design, production
and assembly of fiber-optic components and platforms
in the capital of Bulgaria was officially
cut. Those present included Bulgaria's
President Mr. Rosen
Plevneliev, Mr. Alexander Petrov, Mr. Peter Reichle and Mr. Michel Riva, representative of Swiss
company Reichle & De-Massari AG (R&M). The inauguration was attended
by H.E. Mrs. Regina Escher, Ambassador of Switzerland in Bulgaria, Mr.
Borislav Stefanov, Managing Director of Invest Bulgaria Agency, and Mr.
Boni Bonev, Chairman of the Bulgarian-Swiss Chamber of Commerce. Also
present were several representatives of the state administration and various
institutions, business partners and other official guests, representing Reichle
& De-Massari AG, Switzerland.
In June, earlier this year, the Minister of Economy Delyan Dobrev presented
a class A investment certificate to Reichle & De-Massari Bulgaria Production
EOOD. Following a successful entry into the Bulgarian market, R&M is a
pioneer of the production of optical and copper solutions for communications networks in Bulgaria. The Swiss company's investment has enabled
Bulgaria to make history in a business that had not previously existed in the
country. The presence of R&M in the Bulgarian market resulted in a noticeable increase in the willingness of other foreign companies to invest in high
technology fields in Bulgaria.
R&M's products, manufactured in Bulgaria, will be available on all global
markets. All good practices currently followed by R&M will be implemented
in Bulgaria too. The plant's employees will even spend some time in Switzerland, where they will master the new know-how and receive training in
company policies and product lines.
south-east european
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Medical Electronics Industry
in Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia
The following article presents the results of an extensive survey organized by South-East European INDUSTRIAL Market (SEEIM) magazine with manufacturers of medical electronics (including dental, laboratory and cosmetic devices) in Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia. The
purpose of the survey was to outline the current status of the medical
electronics industry, as well as the prospects for the development of
the sector in the region. The survey examines OEM companies, reviewing regional developers and manufacturers of medical electronics and major EMS subcontractors, providing medical electronics manufacturing services in the region.
The survey results point out that 35% of the respondents are equipped
with automatic machines or assembly lines, 39% have semi-automat-

Adjarov Technology
Bulgarian company Adjarov Technology is specialized in production of water deionizers and
sends filters. Its scope of activity also includes
automation and control of industrial processes.

Amet
AMET is a Bulgarian company specialized in
development, manufacturing and distribution
of electronic medical equipment and modules, mechanical parts and units. Its major

product AMETOM is the first product line in
Bulgaria developed and manufactured in accordance with the EU 93/42/EWG (Apendix
II) directive for medical equipment production and is given CE-mark by the certifying
authority. The products from the AMETOM
series of AMET are modern high-frequency

16
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ic assembly equipment, and 57% perform manual assembly too. The
most widely used testing procedure is functional test (at 96% of respondents), followed by optical inspection (38%), in-circuit testing (34,
6%) and automatic optical inspection (23%). Only one of the participating in the survey companies is carrying out X-ray inspection.
Regarding the main supply channels for components and materials
76% of respondents use local distributors, 73% bye them directly
from foreign distributors and 46% turn to local branches or representatives of foreign distributors.
The majority of manufacturers believe that medical electronics manufacture in SEE countries will develop, driven mainly by local OEM
companies (46%) or by facilities of foreign companies (38%).

electrosurgical devices, economical, versatile
and with a high degree of safety for medical
staff and patients.

Asti 92
Asti 92 is a Bulgarian manufacturer of professional cosmetic electronic devices. Its product
range includes devices for biostimulation of

infecting of operating rooms, bio-laboratories,
dental offices, etc.

Bovie-Bulgaria
Bovie-Bulgaria was established in 1998. The
company is specialized in development, production and service of electrosurgical units,

dermatological, neurological, respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases as Vitaderm-K,
TMV2000A, Epilaks TME2000A, Yonoter
TMI2000A, Stimbodi TMS2002B, Unipil
TMU2000A, etc.

Avtomatika Georgiev
The Bulgarian company Avtomatika Georgiev
is a manufacturer of bactericidal lamps for dis-

transformers and modules for electrosurgical
units.

SEE ELECTRONICS

Centillion

Comet Electronics

Bulgarian company Centillion is a manufacturer of advanced electronic modules in the
field of medicine, systems for control and
monitoring, optics, telecommunication and
industry. Centillion works for customers who
create unique high technology products - active implantable hearing systems; electromedical prostheses and devices for rehabilitation and electrostimulation.
Currently company has 2 fully automated
SMD assembly lines, automatic line for selective soldering of Through Hole components, automatic optical inspection (AOI) machine. Its scope of activity also includes in-

Bulgarian company Comet Electronics offers
PCB design, bare PCBs and PCB assembly services, SMD and TH assembly of circuit boards.

of specialised investigation, design and production of complete items and systems applied in medicine, industry and consumer electronics. It carries out the design of items and
secures supply of needed materials - electronic components, plastic material, mechanical
parts etc.

Integrated Micro-Electronics (IMI)
Bulgaria
Integrated Micro-Electronics Bulgaria is a part
of Integrated Micro-Electronics Inc. (IMI),
which has manufacturing facilities and engi-

The company is a major distributor of electronic components from over 50 world known
manufacturers and distributors, with large domestic warehouse and commercial activitis in
Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia.

ELO

stallation of modules and products in a dustfree work environment (clean rooms) - ISO
Class 7 (10000); Burn-In and Run-In tests;
functional test and programming of products,
etc. At the beginning of 2013 Centillion will
open new modern production and administrative building.
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Bulgarian company ELO is specialized in design and manufacture of electronics and microprocessors devices in the field of medical
systems, control of manufacturing processes;
back-up power supplies, security and fire
alarm systems; non-standard, scientific and
stand equipment.

E-M-A
Bulgarian company E-M-A is active in the field

neering/design centers in Asia (China, Philippines, and Singapore), North America (U.S.A.
and Mexico) and Eastern Europe (Bulgaria and
the Czech Republic). The company has capabilities for low-volume/high-mix (LVHM) and
high-volume/low-mix (HVLM) manufacturing.
IMI is a vertically-integrated provider of electronics manufacturing services (EMS) and
power semiconductor assembly and test services.

SEE ELECTRONICS

Jena Medical

Marcon

Serbian company Jena Medical manufactures a
wide range of advanced digital physical therapy
equipment. According to the unit’s functionality,

Bulgarian company Marcon is specialized in
design, development and manufacture of
medical gas systems, electric systems for

they can be divided into 5 groups: laser biostimulation units; ultrasound therapy units; electrotherapy units (built-in diagnostic function); PMF
(pulsed magnetic field) therapy units; vacuum
therapy units and combined devices.

monitoring and control of medical gas systems, hospital equipment, oxygen therapy and
aspiration, nurse call systems, oxygen concentrators.

Kentamed
Bulgarian manufacturer Kentamed is specialized in development, service and maintenance of medical electronic equipment. It
produces electrosurgery and radiofrequency

surgery equipment and accessories for use
in medicine, dentistry and veterinary medicine. In recent years the company has successfully stepped up to international markets
and has established itself as a brand name in
more than 30 countries around the world.
Kentamed production base is located in Plovdiv

LMB Soft
The main activity of the Serbian company
LMB Soft is production of devices for blood
bank technology and provision of services for
the collecting, processing and blood transfusion in the field of medicine. LMB Soft exports 95 % of its production and is presented

in over then 32 countries worldwide. In 2011
the company installed the first complete solution for separation of whole blood and
closed a gap to offer full transfusion center
automation. Today Lmb SOFT’s range of
products comprises software for the donation of blood, filtration, separation, irradiation,
storage and transport to offer a global solution. Devices are completely developed by
own R&D department. Company is located
in Nis, Serbia and exists form 2001.
20
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MED Romania
MED Romania is manufacturing a wide range
of high-quality UV air and surfaces disinfection
devices specially designed to purify any area

presenting a high risk of airborne bacteria and
disease. Its products have been safely operating in hospitals, laboratories, clean rooms, doctors’ offices, commercial buildings, food processing plants and residences throughout the
world, any place a concern for clean air exists.
All UV disinfection units are manufactured under a patented principle (RO Invention no:
118844) that uses energy concentration on ellipsoidal mirror’s principle basis.

Micromotor
Company activity is oriented to design, manufacture and after sales service of dental units
and dental equipment; dental laboratory
equipment (workbenches, extraction units,

lighting fixtures, etc); dental units. The company has at its own manufacturing and testing
equipment, manufacturing facilities and highly qualified staff. The products, manufactured
by Micromotor are in conformity with the relevant European Standards and Directives, such
as ISO 9001-2008; ISO 13485-2003; Directive 93/42/EEC. Micromotor products are
well accepted at the Bulgarian market as well
as Balkan countries, the USA, Great Britain,
the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Portugal, Ukraine, Morocco, India, South Korea and Dubai.

Com pany

Approx number
of employees
up to 15

Production and Products Certificates

Electrosurger y equipment

15 - 50

ISO 9001, ISO 13 486, ISO 18 001; CE mark

Professional cosmetics devices

up to 15

ISO 9001:2008

Country

Main medical devices manufactured by company

Ad ja ro v Te ch n olo gy

Bulgaria

Water deionizers

Am et

Bulgaria

A s ti 9 2

Bulgaria

ÑÅ

Av to m atika G e o rg iev

Bulgaria

Bactericidal lamps

up to 15

Bo vie -B ulga ria

Bulgaria

Electrosurgical units

50 - 200

ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 13485:2003

C e ntillio n

Bulgaria

Active implantable hearing systems

50 - 200

ISO 9001:2008; ISO 13485:2003

C o m e t E le c tro n ic s

Bulgaria

Electronic systems

50 - 200

ISO 9001/2008

ELO

Bulgaria

Electric modules for dental polymerisation lamps

up to 15

ISO 9001:2008

E -M -A

Bulgaria

Acoustic system for impaired hearing children's classrooms

up to 15

CE

Non-invasive medical products

over 200

Digital physical therapy equipment.

up to 15

ISO/TS 16949:2009; ISO 14001:2004
ISO 13485/2003 ISO9001/2008, AQA
Inter national
ISO 9001, ISO 13485, CE

Integrated M icro-Electronics Bulgaria Bulgaria
J e n a M e dic al

S e r b ia

Ke n ta m e d

Bulgaria

Electrosurgical equipment

up to 15

LM B Soft

S e r b ia

50 - 200
over 200

M a rc o n

Bulgaria

M E D R o m a n ia

R o m a n ia

Devices for blood bank technolog y
Hospital alar m systems, medical gas systems, equipment for
operating rooms
UV desinfection units

M ic ro m o to r

Bulgaria

DC brush and brushless dental micromotors

15 - 50

S e r b ia

Electromedical devices and accessories

up to 15

R o m m te ch -3 S

Bulgaria

Electrical scalpels electronic devices

50 - 200

S atu rn E ng in e e ring

Bulgaria

Medical, dental and laborator y devices

15 - 50

S e nte ra T h ra c ia

Bulgaria

Electronic systems

50 - 200

all EU certificates

S e r b ia

Needle destroyer

15 - 50

CE, OSHA, GOST

S h o u m e l- M

Bulgaria

Therapeutic, aesthetic medicine & cosmetics devices

15 - 50

Teh n op lu s M e dic al

R o m a n ia

Medical equipment

50 - 200

ISO 9001:2008; ISO 13485:2003
ISO 9001, ISO 13485, ISO 14001, EC
Certificate, OHSAS

To k m e t

Bulgaria

Dental lab equipment

up to 15

Tre m ol S M D

Bulgaria

Electronic systems,moulds for plastic injection, test equipment

50 - 200

ISO 9001:2008

Ve kate ch

Bulgaria

Electronic systems

15 - 50

ISO 9001:2008

Prox im a

Sh a rp s Te rm in ato r G roup

15 - 50

ISO 13485
Decl. of Confor mity for medical devices Class-I
of Directive 93/42/EEC
ISO 9001:2008; ISO 13485:2003/AC:2009;
Directive 93/42/ EEC
ISO9001:2008 and ISO13485:2003
ISO 9001:2008 and IPC-A-610 quality
standards
ISO 9001:2008
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Table 1. Presented companies
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Proxima
Serbian company Proxima develops, produces and sells electromedical devices for physical therapy and rehabilitation, electrosurgery,
ortopedy, reactiometers and cosmetology. It
has been operating for over 15 years and covers the Serbian and the ex-YU republics markets. It has 15 employees, most of them with
university degree (electronics, IT or civil engineers). Proxima’s product range includes electromedical devices for the therapy with electricity, laser and magnet therapy, ultra sound
and vacuum therapy, electromedical devices
for electrosurgery, combined electromedical
devices, reaction measuring devices, etc.

soldering machine with nitrogen tunnel; selective wave soldering machine, etc.

Saturn Engineering
Saturn Engineering is an electronic manufacturing service provider from Bulgaria focused
on delivering complete and customized solutions for OEM customers. The company provides innovative engineering design, product

Rommtech-3S
Rommtech-3S is a Dutch- Bulgarian joint venture created on 17 may 2007 by Rommens
Instrumenten-en Apparatenbouw B.V. and Security Smart Systems Ltd. Both companies
have more than 15 years experience in developing and manufacturing electronics and elec-

tromechanical products. The company works
under ISO 9001:2008 and IPC-A-610 quality
standards. Rommtech-3S is situated in Vratza,
Bulgaria. Company occupies a total own area
of 12 000 square meters, among which the
building estate is 4000 sq. m. including production premises and offices. Production activity includes electronic and electromechanical products, injection molded plastic details, metal sheet processing and cable looms.
Its technological equipment includes stencil
printer; stencil frame; transporters; pick and
place machines; reflow oven; lead free wave
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development and contract manufacturing in a
broad range of fields including industrial, medical, dental and consumer. Since its establishment in 1998, Saturn has become a successful
extension to the engineering teams of many
companies helping them to increase their profit and significantly reduce the time-to-market
and the development and manufacturing cost.
Scope of business interests: industrial induction
heating power supplies for a variety applications - heat treatment of details, annealing,
hardening; brazing, casting, crystal growing
etc.; induction casting systems for dental labs,
jewelry industry and materials research; engineering design, product development and contract manufacturing; OEM services and product manufacturing.

Sentera Thracia
Sentera Thracia is a manufacturer of controls
for the HVACR industry. More specific, it is
specialized in the speed control of electric
motors of fans and/or pumps. Subcontracting
services of the company includes a complete
printed circuit assembly service. Sentera Thracia is fully equipped to assemble conventional
(through hole) and surface mount (SMT) components and also a combination of both technologies. From prototypes to medium volume
orders, Sentera provides assembly services for
any company needing printed circuit boards.

Component mounting
and soldering equipment
used by the presented companies

Company
Ad ja ro v Te ch n olo gy
Am et
A s ti 9 2
Av to m atika G e o rg iev
Bo vie -B ulga ria
C e ntillio n
C o m e t E le c tro n ic s
ELO
E -M -A
IM I Bulgaria
J e n a M e dic al
Ke n ta m e d
LM B Soft
M a rc o n
M E D R o m a n ia
M ic ro m o to r
Prox im a
R o m m te ch -3 S
S atu rn E ng in e e ring
S e nte ra T h ra c ia
Sh a rp s Te rm in ato r G roup
S h o u m e l- M
Teh n op lu s M e dic al
To k m e t
Tre m ol S M D
Ve kate ch

Main component and material supply channels

Finished
medical
device OEM
com pany

Manufacturer of Medical device
blocks or
OEM company
modules for the that uses EMS
medical device providers for its
industry
products

EMS company that Medical OEM company
offers design and that manufactures own
manufacturing
products, but also
services for the
offers EMS to other
medical OEM
companies

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Kind of applied testing procedures
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Table 2. Scope of activity of the presented companies

Main markets
of the presented companies

SEE ELECTRONICS

Scale of realized product runs

Kind of design/development software used

Table 3. Types of medical devices produced by the presented companies
Com pany

Prosthetic/ Patient
Medical
Diagnostic Therapeutic
implantable monitoring laboratory
devices
devices
devices
devices
devices

Dental
medicine
devices

Sharps Terminator Group

Aesthetic
Other
medicine/
medical
cosmetics
equipment
devices

l

Ad ja ro v Te ch n olo gy
l

Am et

l
l

A s ti 9 2

l

Av to m atika G e o rg iev
l

B o vie -B ulga ria
C e ntillio n

l

l

l

l

l

C o m e t E le c tro n ic s

l

l
l

ELO
l

E -M -A
IM I Bulgaria

l

l

J e n a M e dic al

l

Ke n ta m e d

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

LM B Soft

l

M a rc o n
l

M E D R o m a n ia
M ic ro m o to r

The Sharps Terminator Group operates in several business segments. One of its products is
needle destroyer Sharps Terminator, intended

l

l

Prox im a

l

R o m m te ch -3 S

l

S e nte ra T h ra c ia
Sh a rp s Te rm in ato r
G ro u p
S h o u m e l- M

l
l

l
l

l

S atu rn E ng in e e ring

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Shoumel-M

l

Bulgarian company Shoumel-M is developing
and manufacturing medical equipment and
electronic devices. The medical equipment is
intended for physiotherapy, cosmetic treatment, electro-surgery, ECG monitoring, etc.

l
l

Teh n op lu s M e dic al
l

To k m e t
Tre m ol S M D

l

Ve kate ch

l

for use by health care professionals in treatment settings, clinical laboratories, hospitals,
nursing homes, doctor’s offices etc. Sharps Terminator is designed to destroy a wide variety of
stainless steel and aluminum needle types. The
manufacturer Boci Co produces it out of the
custom made plastic, metals and electronics
developed by its engineers. The factory fully
complies with the safety standards and the
quality control system assures the customers
of the high quality of the product. The exclusive
distributor of the Sharps Terminator headquartered in Belgrade, Serbia, NIKI is developing the
distribution network and sales channels.

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

Perspectives of medical electronics
production in SEE countries
seen by the
respondents
The functions of the medical devices are
based on the healing and cosmetic procedures with low-frequency, diadynamic, lowand high- frequency currents, ozoned steam,
iontophoresis, brush-massage, vacuum massage, oxygen, high-frequency electrocoagu24
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lation, and others. The company is manufacturing also medical & beauty care furniture:
examination, massage, and therapy couches,
dialysis and gynaecological chairs, manipulation and delivery beds, instrument carts, etc.
The company works on the D&D projects in
cooperation with leading scientific institutes
in the country such as TU of Sofia and Varna,
Bulgarian Academy of Science, Medical
Academy of Plovdiv, and others. The integrated quality management systems of
SHOUMEL-M is in accordance with EN ISO
9001:2008 and EN ISO 13485:2003.

Tremol SMD is a Bulgarian contract electronic
manufacturer founded as a part of Tremol
Group Bulgaria. The company has its own building with 1500 m2 production site and additional PTH manual assembly division in the town of
Svishtov. Currently in the company are working more than 150 employees. Processes implemented are SMT, THT Wave, manual soldering and assembly, AOI, flying probe ICT,
functional testing, tampon printing, conformal

Tehnoplus Medical
Tehnoplus Medical is a Romanian manufacturer of bed head units for I.C.U., ceiling pencoating etc. The division structure and facilities
are designed and built regarding the requirements of the electronic standards, respecting
the implemented quality system ISO 9001 and
IPC standards. Tremol SMD covers the whole
production and assembly process as: SMD and
PTH assembly, functional control, manual assembly, design and development of modules,
design and production of moulds for plastic injection, plastics parts injection, design and production of test equipment.
dants for operating theatres; scrub sinks for
surgical hands washing; assemblies for new
born washing; medical air plants; medical vacuum plants; medical gas pipeline systems; accessories for medical gases, etc. Its production facility is located in Bucharest and takes
over 1000 square meters.

Vekatech
Bulgarian company Vekatech is specialized in
the design, production and assembly of elec-

Tokmet
Tokmet is a Bulgarian manufacturer of dental
lab equipment. Its
main product is a
vacuum porcelain
furnace used in dental labs in 17 different countries. Tokmet also manufactures burnout ovens
and casting machines.

tronic modules. Its technological equipment
includes SMD line, automatic optical inspection, lead and lead free wave soldering, cable
harness line, varnishing and labeling machines, tool equipment.
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Automotive parts manufacturing in Bulgaria
Automotive parts manufacturing constitutes one of
the fastest growing sectors in Bulgaria. Over 90% of
automotive enterprises are privately owned and produce mainly for the domestic market. The sector is
characterized by the predominance of small and
medium-sized enterprises and by a combination of
strong engineering skills and low-cost production.
Flexibility is a basic characteristic of many of these
enterprises which work to clients' demands. After
completing an order, they often switch to the production of other parts that are not necessarily related to
the automotive sector. They tend to have the equipment and qualified staff that allow them rapidly to
reorient themselves to new market niches.
Components manufacturers are active in producing for various European customers: local production ranges from electrical & electronic equipment
and spare parts to aluminium and steel wheel rims,
batteries, tires, windshields, paints, filters etc. The
most successful example is represented by MELEXIS, one of the global leaders in manufacturing,
design and testing of electronics for the automotive
industry, whose customers are BMW, Mercedes,
Audi, VW, Suzuki and Toyota; Melexis participates
in a number of academic programs with Sofia
Technical University, IFAG, City University, and
American University. The total volume of the company's investment will reach EUR 30 million in the
next 3 years.

TOP Automotive parts
manufacturers
ALC Bulgaria

The Bulgarian unit - ALC Bulgaria is wholly owned
by the South African company Automotive Leather
Company (ALC). The Bulgarian branch of the company started to work with 70 employees in September 2011, following substantial investments the workforce has eventually increased to 470 people. The
number of jobs is to be doubled by the end of this
year. The investment in the ALC plant in Musachevo, which will make seats for the luxury BMW Series
5 and 7, amounts to EUR 4 M. The location of the
plant was chosen due to its vicinity to Bulgaria's capital, the good infrastructure, and the good connection
with international roads. South African company Automotive Leather Company (ALC) has a long tradition of working with premier car producers, such as
Mercedes, Volkswagen, Nissan, in addition to BMW.

Alucom

Alucom, member of Metal Technology Group Angel Balevski JSC, is specialized in low pressure
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and counter pressure die-casting of aluminum. The
company has steady relations with customers from
Germany, Austria, Italy, Great Britain, Belgium, etc.
and 85% of its production is exported.
Alucom was established in 1973 and became part
of Metal Technology Group in 1997. The company
is the leading Bulgarian foundry producing aluminium parts. Alucom has technological capacity for
own R&D and production of tooling, castings and
sand cores, complete machining, surface and heat
treatment as well as coating and assembly. The
casting technologies include counter pressure die
casting and low pressure die casting.
The factory is certified according to EN ISO
9001:2000 since.2002, ISO/TS 16949:2002 since
2004, ISO 14001 since 2008.

Arkomat Bulgaria

systems, valves for pneumatic tires.

Magnetic Media Mechanics

Magnetic Media Mechanics was founded in 2000,
as an independent company on the territory of former
big factory Magnetic Media Co. It is situated near the
motorway, in Dragor, municipality of Pazardzhik. The
production facility is situated on 8 000 square meters
total area and has its own buildings, machines and
equipment. The company is specialized in mechanical processing of aluminum and steel parts, production of varied tools for flooring, all kinds of galvanic
coatings and powder coatings. MM Mechanics Ltd.
also produces different kinds of assemblies, as well
as non-standard machines for varied processing and
current repairs. For the automotive sector the company manufactures link bolts for LADA, FIAT, FORD,
final pieces, axial rods.

Preskov

Arkomat is an international subcontractor company which manufactures wire harnesses for Volkswagen Electrical Systems Inc. Its initial Bulgarian
subsidiary is located in town of Kazanlak. In 2008
Arkomat expanded its production with new factory
in Razgrad.

Arexim Engineering

Arexim Engineering is a leading manufacturer of
plastic components
and injection mold
tools in Bulgaria. Arexim specialises in three
major production areas
- plastic injection moulding, tool making and product assembly. In all three
areas it offer a complete service - from the concept
through to project completion, with uncompromising quality control and efficient customer support.
In 2012 Arexim invested near 2 milion euro in new
machines, equipment and extension of the injection moulding department.

Preskov is one of the oldest and biggest manufacturers of forged and die-forged parts, hubs, hinges, cardans, hydraulic systems for vehicles in Bulgaria. The company manufactures a wide range of
products with weight from 0.300 kg to 25 kg which
are designed for various branches such as energy
industry, machine engineering, transport, agriculture, hydraulics, mining and manufacture of lifting,
transport and construction machines. The production facilities of the company are located in the industrial part of Stara Zagora on an area of 116,000
sq.m. The main production includes forgings by the
hot die forging method of weight from 0.300 kg up
to 25 kg. The capacity of the plant is 8,000 tons per
year at a single shift.

Yazaki-Bulgaria

Garant

Garant JSC is a producer of brake cylinders, oil
pumps, hydraulic
power units. The
company exports
to Germany, Italy, Canada, Russia, Hungary and
other countries. It was established in 1964 as a
plant producing brake cylinders. Later the company enlarges its production programme.

Kaumet

Kaumet JSC is a Bulgarian manufacturer of technical rubber products, hoses for automobile brake

Yazaki-Bulgaria is a part of Yazaki Europe. The
company is one of the largest producers on the
automotive world market of car cabling. Yazaki
Corporation has a significant global presence in
the global market with its 154 centers for development, manufacturing and sales located in 38
countries. The company employs more than
200,000 employees. Yazaki has a 35% share of
the international market for automotive production
cable equipment. Part of the company's products
are cable systems, air conditioners, various products related to ecology, and other components
and equipment for cars.

Integrated Micro-Electronics Bulgaria is part of Integrated Micro-Electronics, Inc. (IMI) - a leading
provider of electronic manufacturing services
(EMS) and power semiconductor assembly and
test services. The acquisition of three of the subsidiaries of EPIQ NV - in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Mexico was completed on July 29, 2011
and is part of IMI's globalization efforts to bring its
services closer to original electronic device manufacturers in different regions of the world.
Operating in multiple global locations, IMI serves
some of the world's leading original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) in the computing, communications, consumer, automotive, industrial, and
medical electronics markets. IMI is consistently
ranked among the top 30 EMS providers in the
world. Founded in 1980 as joint venture between
Ayala Corporation and Resins Inc., IMI now operates in 17 manufacturing sites around the world located in the Philippines, China, Singapore, the United States of America, Mexico, Bulgaria, and the
Czech Republic. IMI has a prototyping and new
product introduction facility in Tustin, California.
Integrated Micro-Electronics Bulgaria employs approximately 1200 people and its production facilities
are located in the town of Botevgrad. There is also a
Design & Development Unit in the city of Sofia.

Festo Production

Festo Production is a division of Festo AG & Co
specialized in sensors manufacturing. The company
has one of the most modern and advanced enterprises in Bulgaria. Its production program covers
more than 700 products - all types of magnetic sensors, process automation products and fluid sensors.
The company will invest over 10 million euro to double its production capacity in Bulgaria. In Sofia it will
be constructed a new building which construction
should be completed by the end of August 2013. In
addition to the existing products it will launch a new
production line- solutions for automation of continuous processes. Festo Production currently employs
500 people, but after the construction of the new
building is expected to double the number.

Fransizkup

Fransizkup is a producer of starters and alternators. The company exports to France, Greece, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Germany, Italy, Poland, Moldova and many other countries. At present
it employs more than 40 highly skilled experts.

Grammer

Grammer is specialized in developing and manufacturing of components and systems for car interiors as well as driver and passenger seats for off-
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Integrated Micro-Electronics
Bulgaria

road vehicles, trucks, buses, and trains. In 1997
Grammer bought the factory in the village Trudovets that produced seats for buses and equipment "Chavdar". Today the factory produces a wide
range of seats for tractors, construction equipment,
buses, forklifts and trucks, as well as parts and systems for interior fittings of automobiles. The product range is successfully exported to Germany, UK,
USA, Turkey, China and Russia.

Iksetik

Iksetik is a subsidiary of Ixetic, Germany, which
owns two production
plants in the region of
Frankfurt and Cologne,
as well as divisions of
sales and service in Japan, USA, China and India. Ixetic Group ranks among the world's leading
manufacturers of hydraulic and vacuum equipment
used in engine management, transmission, suspension and braking systems of automobiles.
German company chose an industrial zone Rakovski near to Plovdiv for production of rotor parts,
hydraulic power steering pumps and vacuum
pumps primarily for brake systems. The production
facility is situated on total are of more than 12 000
square meters. Main clients of the company are
BMW, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Ford,
General Motors, Man and others.

Johnson Controls Electronics
Bulgaria

Johnson Controls Electronics Bulgaria was established in 2000 year. It specialises in automotive
electronics. The Sofia-based arm provides project
support and delivery of automotive software development and validation, hardware solutions design
and prototyping, mechanical engineering services
and global IT support. Among its major clients are
BMW, Ford, Renault, GM, Opel, Volkswagen.
Johnson Controls Electronics Bulgaria operates in
a 52,000 square meters office facility, located in
the capital Sofia.

Kostal Holding

In 2011 one of the world leaders in the manufacture of electronic systems for cars - Kostal Group,
opened a factory in the town of Smolyan. The company manufactures lighting and electronics systems for Skoda, BMW, Audi, Volkswagen, Suzuki
and other giants in the automotive industry. Kostal
Group has invested for the start of the plant more
than 180 000 euro.
Kostal Group is an independent, family group
which was founded in 1912 in the German town of
Ludenscheid. Its headquarters are still located in
the town. The Group's main activities include the
development and manufacture of technologically
south-east european
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advanced electronic and electromechanical
(mechatronic) products.

Liebherr Transportation Systems Marica

Liebherr Transportation Systems Marica is specialized in manufacturing of various types
of air-conditioning
systems for rail vehicles. At September 2012 Liebherr
delivers first air conditioning units from its production
plant in Bulgaria to Swiss Federal Railways (SBB).
Starting at the end of September 2012, Liebherr
will therefore be able to deliver the complete air
conditioning units from its Bulgarian production
plant. They are being used to modernize doubledeck center cars for the pre-series of 238 DPZ+
push-pull trainsets, and provide innovative saloon
air conditioning with a heat-pump function.
The first air conditioning units for this order were
built by Liebherr-Transportation Systems GmbH &
Co KG in Korneuburg (Austria), but all the remaining units for the project are to be manufactured by
Liebherr-Transportation Systems Marica. For this
purpose extensive preparatory work took place last
year in Radinovo. The company situated there is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Liebherr-Transportation
Systems GmbH & Co KG in Korneuburg (Austria),
and employs approximately 230 people.

Melexis Bulgaria

Belgian semiconductor producer Melexis set
foot in Bulgaria in 2000 by opening a production
facility in the capital Sofia. The company has been
presented in the country via sub-contractors since
1994. It manufactures two types of its products in
Bulgaria - infrared temperature sensors and articles for vehicle cooling systems. In September
2006, Melexis opened a production and design
plant worth over EUR 5.0 million, part of a EUR
30 million investment programme.
It's product range includes ASIC, brushless DC
Motor control ICs, Hall effect sensor ICs, in- vehicle
networking, inertia sensors, infrared thermometer
sensors, LIN IO Control ILIN SBC's and BUS transceivers, microcontrollers, optical sensors, power
control ICs, tire pressure monitoring (TPMS, wireless ICs: automotive, wireless ICs.

Montupet Bulgaria

Montupet Bulgaria is a French-owned aluminium
foundry based in Rousse. The factory primarily manufacturers cylinder heads, chassis parts for Audi
plant in Hungary, BMW in UK and Ford's production
facilities in Germany and Romania, as well as that of
Dacia in Romania. Montupet Bulgaria is planning to
invest EUR 30 million in expanding its plant for automotive parts. After the installation of all equipment
and full load, which is expected to happen in 2015,
Montupet Bulgaria will produce about 2 million car
parts. This result will position Bulgarian plant as the
largest enterprise in the group.

Nursan Otomotiv

Nursan Otomotiv was founded as a result of joint
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collaboration between Nursan Electric Donanam
and Koush Group in 2002. The company operates
in an enterprise located in village of Lulakovo, municipality Burgas, with a covered area of 7000
square meters. Nursan works with over 20 clients
from Turkey, France, Italy, Egypt and Iran, and its
total turnover reaches 60,000,000 euros.
Nursan produces automobile cable systems and
battery cables for cars, light-trucks and trucks.
At the same time it offers a wide range of products
for manufacturers of appliances, provides its customers the opportunity for product development, product
comparison, mass production and on-site service.

Oskar Ruegg Bulgaria

plattforms. Its major customers are Volkswagen,
Audi, Porsche and Skoda. The company was originally founded back in 2002 as a logistics center of
VW TR (Volkswagen Elektrik Sistemleri A.S. Cerkezkoy, Turkey) in Kazanlak. In 2004 the company expanded and moved to Karnobat. It became
a subsupplier of VW TR, and was managed by it.
After having Volkswagen AG and Siemens AG sold
Volkswagen Bordnetze GmbH to Sumitomo Corporation back in 2006, the company became autonomous. Since then it operates under the new
name Sumitomo Electric Bordnetze - Bulgaria. In
2008 the company expanded further and founded
a new plant in Mezdra. Currently it has 3 production locations in Bulgaria in total, one of them is
owned by its subcontractor Ates (Sliven).

William Hughes Bulgaria

Oskar Ruegg Bulgaria is a subsidiary of Oskar
Ruegg Switzerland - one of the main European producers of automotive products of sheet material all materials suitable for cold-forming like mild
steels, quality steels, alloy and stainless steels,
copper and copper alloys as well as aluminum up
to a thickness of 3.0 mm. Oskar Ruegg AG is a
global acting enterprise in the state-of-the-art tooling with production facilities in Jona / St. Gallen
and Stara Zagora /Bulgaria.

Sensata Technologies

Sensata Technologies is a world leader and an
early innovator in the field of mission-critical, electrical protection and high temperature sensors for
the automotive industry. The company was part of
Texas Instruments and became stand alone entity
after spin-off in 2006. Sensata produces a wide
range of customized, innovative sensors and controls for mission critical applications that improve
safety, efficiency and comfort for millions of people
every day. The company employs more than
13,000 employees in North and South America,
Asia and Europe and is one of the biggest employers and investors in Bulgaria.

Sumitomo Electric Bordnetze Bulgaria

Sumitomo Electric Bordnetze - Bulgaria is a parts
supplier for the international automotive industry.
In its three locations in Bulgaria, the company produces wire harnesses for a variety of automobile

William Hughes Bulgaria opened its doors in November 2004 as a centre for high volume production, in a mainland European location. It has around
100 employees and has undergone four expansion
phases since opening and is currently over 4000
square meters with room for more growth. The factory is located 12km away from Plovdiv, Bulgaria's
second largest city. Current manufacturing facilities
are extensive with 22 CNC wire bending/ coiling
machines that can bend wire from 0.4 - 12 mm,
and can coil up to 6.3mm spring steel. For assembly work there are spot welders, automatic welding
cabinets and 6-axis robot welding cells. For finishing parts there are 2 nylon plastic coating lines, a
paint line and a delta toning plant. For inspecting
work, there is a CMM, a portable measuring arm,
torque and load testing machines.

Witte Automotive Bulgaria

Bulgarian subsidiary of Witte Automotive was
opened in 2010 in Rousse. The
company is supplying all wellknown vehicle brands with WITTE Automotive products - latches, hinges, lock sets and door
handles. WITTE Automotive
currently employs about 2.600 people worldwide.

Wurth Elektronik

Wurth Electronics IBL BG is located in town of
Belozem. The company is a subsidiary of German
company Wurth Elektronik which has 16 production facilities located worldwide and is the most successful company of the group Wurth. Wurth Elektronik is specialized in the manufacture of electromechanical and passive components. In Bulgaria,
the factory has over 250 employees with a tendency to increase.
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Recent projects in SEE industry

Bulgaria's Oliva build new energy
efficient facility

The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development is continuing its drive to develop
Bulgaria's promising agribusiness sector by providing long-term financing to local producers and
exporters. Through this latest transaction, the
Bank is providing EUR 22 million to support the
expansion of Oliva, one of the largest producers
of sunflower oil in Bulgaria. The EBRD loan will
enable Oliva to expand its production capacity
and efficiency in order to meet increasing sunflower oil demand in the European Union. Expansion of the agribusiness sector, which historically contributed a much higher share of Bulgaria's GDP, requires greater access to financing,
both for capex requirements and also to improve
related infrastructure.

With the proceeds of the EBRD loan, Oliva will
construct a new crushing facility, purchase new
oil extraction equipment, build a new silo and improve links with local farmers. This modernisation programme will also save energy and improve processing efficiency, thus increasing the
competitiveness of a local producer while promoting higher and more sustainable standards
in the industry. In the agribusiness sector alone,
the EBRD has directly committed more than
EUR 8 billion in over 470 projects in its region of
operations, from central Europe and the Western Balkans to eastern Europe, Turkey and central Asia. Since the beginning of its operations in
Bulgaria the EBRD has invested more than EUR
2.5 billion in over 200 projects in various sectors
of the country's economy. With total project value exceeding EUR 8 billion, the EBRD's funds
have helped mobilise over EUR 5.5 billion in cofinancing from other sources.

Magneti Marelli builds Serbian auto
parts plant

Italian auto components maker Magneti Marelli
is investing EUR 60 m to establish a new production plant in Serbia. The firm, part of the Fiat
Group, intends to manufacture car parts for
200,000 vehicles a year at the new facility planned
for the Serbian city of Kragujevac, located 140km
southeast of Belgrade. Magneti Marelli signed an
agreement with the Serbian government and lo30
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cal authority earlier this year for the new plant.
The contract stipulates that the company should
include lines for plastic parts production. Under
the agreement, Serbia is to ensure the new factory is built in an industrial free zone and will provide
financing of EUR 10m, as well as investment incentives EUR 800 for every new employee. The
Kragujevac city authority committed to provide the
venture with local tax incentives and provide the
site with the necessary infrastructure. In April, Fiat

opened what is the largest auto manufacturing
plant in south eastern Europe, on the site of the
former national Zastava car assembly plant in Kragujevac.
Magneti Marelli subsidiaries manufacture a
wide range of auto components including powertrain, electronic, exhaust and suspension systems. It produces plastic components and modules including vehicle dashboards, central consoles, bumpers and fuel supply systems. It is
also involved in the development and production of exterior vehicle lighting products.
The firm has 83 production facilities and a dozen R&D centres. It is present in 18 countries in
Europe, Asia and North and Latin America supplying many of the major vehicle manufacturers.
In 2011, Magneti Marelli recorded annual sales
worth EUR 5.9bn. Fiat Automobiles Serbia
(FAS) was due to start producing its Fiat 500L
cars by autumn 2012 and is expected to employ
a workforce of around 2,400 at the Serbian production site by the end of the year.

Mecalit opens Bulgarian injection
moulding plant

German technical component manufacturer
Mecalit has inaugurated a new injection moulding plant in the Bulgarian city of Plovdiv. The
5,000m2 facility, turning out a wide range of plastic parts and assemblies for various household
appliances, was
formally opened
late last month by
Bulgaria's president Rosen Plevneliev. Mecalit's
latest production plant is located on a 23,000m2
site at the Kuklen Industrial zone of Plovdiv

which is the country's second largest city. The
Lichtenau, Germany-based processor invested
in a Bulgarian unit as part of its strategy of supplying leading customers across Europe. The
company, which already employs 350 at established plants at Lichtenau and Lodz in Poland as
well as a joint venture in Ma'anshan City, China,
operates injection machines from 15 to 1,300
tonnes from suppliers including Krauss Maffei.
Mecalit makes a wide range of components and
assemblies for applications ranging from refrigerators, washing machines and tumble dryers to
rail and bus seating. Its clientele includes appliance manufacturers including Miele, Bosch, Siemens and NEFF.
At the Bulgarian factory launch, President Plevneliev stressed his government's commitment to
boosting foreign investments and industrial production. He made clear it expects the city of Plovdiv to become a major production centre for the
food industry. Bulgaria is an exporter of agricultural produce.

Tetra Pak invests EUR 25 million in
Turkish packaging material plant

On its 40th year in Turkey, Tetra Pak invested in a new VT laminator for its factory in
Izmir. The upgrade will boost capacity by 20
per cent, from 5 billion packs to about 6 billion. The new laminator which will be opera-

tional by January 2013, is capable of laminating all types and sizes of Tetra Pak packages,
including the Tetra Prisma Aseptic, Tetra
Gemina Aseptic and Tetra Brik Aseptic Tetra
Pak factory in Izmir, Turkeypackages with Helicap caps. With the upgrade, the factory will
be able to produce new designs, as well as
deliver these at shorter lead times to customers in Turkey, Caucasus, and within the region. "In an increasingly competitive world,
Tetra Pak recognises the need to offer our
customers the very best products, technology
and service," says Francis Goodenday, managing director of Tetra Bak Turkey and Caucasus. "This investment will enable us to meet
our customers' needs in a continuously growing, dynamic market by providing them with
faster lead times, innovative packages and all
the advantages of local supply and support."

The fair, held between October 2 and 7, showcased a total of 1,000 fully-assembled machines
The MAKTEK Eurasia 2012 Fair, organized by
TIAD with the support of the Ministry of Science,
Industry, and Technology, was held at the
TUYAP Fair Convention and Congress Center
in Buyukcekmece Istanbul. The fair showcased
a total of 1,000 fully-assembled machines weighing 7-8 tons each. The Fair's 17,000 kw/h energy consumption made it one of the most attended fairs in the Eurasian region.
"We are currently third in Europe, and our goal
is to become second", TIAD President Dr. Eng.
Erdal Gamsiz stated during his opening speech
for the MAKTEK Eurasia 2012 Fair that Turkey
needs to promote more frequent and more extensive use of modern technology and production systems, which in turn will contribute to production and productivity and will improve Turkey's global competitiveness. Gamsiz said, "Analyzing global use of machine tools reveals that
Turkey is 10th in the world with $1.4 billion. The
last decade in particular saw Turkey's machine
tools industry grow substantially. The fact that
Turkey saw a 49 %increase in terms of machine
tool usage last year propelled it to 10th in the
world and 3rd in Europe, just after Germany and
Italy. We predict that in just 2-3 years, we will
rank second in Europe."
TUYAP Fairs and Exhibitions Inc., Head of
Project Management and Executive General
Manager, Ilhan Ersozlu, expressed his satisfaction with hosting the industry's largest convention
at the TUYAP Fair Convention and Congress
Center. "MAKTEK Eurasia 2012 Fair has attracted 59.600 visitors from Turkey and abroad.
During the fair, visitors from 65 countries were
hosted. Considering the answers given to our
questionnaire, of all these visitors: 51,8 % were
from Europe, 34,69 % from Asia-Pacific, 12,79
% from Africa, and 0,64 % from America regions. Visitors ranging from 54 different countries of Asia and Europe continents formed

86,57 % of all visitors. When we look at the
positions of the visitors within their institutions;
34,5 % in management positions, 30% in pro-

institutions" he said. Ersozlu also mentioned
that Turkey's neighborhood, consisting of 5
countries, formed 15,51 % of all abroad visi-

duction, 18,40 % in sales &marketing, 10 % in
procurement and 7,05 % works in various other positions. 71,4 % of all visitors were either
main partners or sole representatives of their

tors. The fair hosted visitors from 16 EU member countries. Turkish visitors were varying
from 73 cities, 55,8 % of whom were from Istanbul and the remaining 44,2 % from other cities.
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